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Abstract - the absorbed ionizing radiation outside of the permissible limits, 
can cause biological damages e, therefore it must necessarily be monitored.  
The dosimetry thermoluminescent is a technique very used to detect 
expositions in operators, therefore they are sensible crystals the ionizing 
radiation and allows to evaluate if the dose of radiation is or not below of 
the restriction levels.  In scientific literature many information do not exist 
on the exposition of a medical veterinarian, with this do not have many data 
of the individual monitoração of these workers, becoming  the work it 
important for posterior studies.  Ahead of this, it was carried through 
measured of the doses, using the termoluminescences dosemeters LiF:  Mg, 
Cu, P (TLD-100H) in the position of the crystalline lens, thyroid, hand and 
thorax, in three clinics of radiology veterinary medicine, different, having 
the objective to determine the dose distribution that the workers of 
radiology veterinary medicine are submitted in one day of work. 
 
 
Introduction 
 

To give the meaning of the word dosimetry is so unnecessary as he is 
ample the meaning of the term dose.  A term dose is so important in the 
field of the nuclear physics, that of it if originated a new branch of science, 
or either, the Dosimetry of the Radiations. 

 
The objective of the dosimetry is to determine the exposition of 

radiation received for the worker in an determined period of time.  Its use is 
demanded for emitting equipment operators of radiation in odontolgy 
radiological clinics of the type, veterinarians and conventional. 

 



Currently innumerable facultieses exist veterinarians in the country 
and the great majority of them possesss radiology equipment and supplies 
to slight knowledge on radiology veterinary medicine.  The radiological 
examinations are of extreme importance for the diagnosis of innumerable 
patology in such a way of great as of small animals. 

 
 
With the increase of the number of radiology veterinarians and the 

necessity of immobilization of the animals for the professionals of radiology 
veterinary medicine, a becomes important to investigate if the used system 
of radiological protection is adjusted, and if this system minimizes the 
doses. 

 
The work was carried through in radiological installations 

veterinarians, located in the city of Rio de Janeiro, after previous approval 
and authorization of the responsible ones.  It is important to point out that 
the radiological installations and the involved professionals are not 
identified and will be represented as clinical, B and C. 

 
The dosimetry thermoluminescent is a of the techniques more used in 

the dosimetria of patients and professionals because, as they are small, 
little confuse the procedure technician. 

 
In Brazil, Health department (1998), number 453, establishes 

Radiological the basic lines of direction of Protection determining boundary-
values for areas displayed to the radiation. 

 
Therefore the determination of doses to which is basic is submitted 

the patients and the professionals during the accomplishment of these 
examinations, esteem the risks, and to create mechanisms for its reduction. 

 
With this work it will be possible to evaluate the distributions of 

doses that the professionals, from radiology veterinary medicine, receive 
during the accomplishment of a radiological examination. 

 
 
Thermoluminesce 
 
The thermoluminescence is composed a luminescent phenomenon 

termicaly stimulated of two processes.  In the first processe, the material is 
displayed to a external source of energy (irradiation), passing of a state of 
thermodynamic balance for a metastable state (storage of the energy).  In 
the second processe, the material is warm and suffers a thermostimulated 
relaxation (it returns to the balance, liberating energy). 

 



The Thermoluminescence is also a luminescent phenomenon.  The 
luminescence is a phenomenon wide known that can be observed in solids, 
liquids or gases.  When energy is supplied to a material, a part of this can 
be absorbed or be re-emitted in luminescence form.  This energy emitted in 
light form is the luminescence.  The wave length of the emitted light is 
characteristic of the luminescent material and not of the incident radiation. 

 
In the thermoluminesce the variation with the temperature of a 

specific property of the material is monitored, while the material returns to 
its state of initial balance. 

 
When the crystal is displayed to the ionizing radiation, is produced 

pairs of electrons and holes, that move through the bands of valence and 
conduction, until if recombining or being captured in energy state 
metastable, located in the forbidden band, called as traps. 

 
Being heated later the sample, the electrons, or holes, as the type of 

trap, absorbing thermal energy, escapes of the traps, going electrons for the 
conduction band and the holes, for the one of valence. 

 
Being the flatter electron traps, the electrons escape of the same 

ones, before the holes acquire energy enough to be become free of its traps.  
These electrons go, then, for the conduction band and can be put into 
motion freely in the crystal until if recombining with the traped holes, 
eventually having the light emission. 

 
After an irradiation of the crystal thermoluminescent, can be returned 

its initial condition, being in such a way necessary to submit it an adequate 
annealing called thermal treatment.  The sensitivity of the crystal is 
influenced by this thermal treatment, where the variation of sensitivity 
depends on the duration and the temperature of exactly. 

 
 
The Thermoluminescent Dosemeters 
 
 The TLD abundantly are used in the medicine esteem the dose which 
the professionals had been submitted.  The choice of the TLD depends on the 
type of radiation that if wants to measure, due the same ones to possess 
different ways to interact with the substance. 
 
 The dosimetry system that will be used in this work belongs to the 
Laboratory of Dosimetry Termoluminescent (LDT) of the Service of 
Monitoration Individual Externa (SEMEX) of the Institute of Radioprotection 
and Dosimetry (IRD/CNEN).  The used dosemeters tfermoluminescent had 
been the LiF:  Mg, Cu, P (TLD-100H, Harshaw) all pertaining ones to the same 



lot and duly identified.  The table to follow sample some characteristics of 
the TLD-100H. 
 
Table 1 -  Characteristics of the LiF:  Mg, Cu, P (TLD-100H) 
 

Characteristic LiF: Mg, Cu, P 

Energy Reply (300 keV / 60Co) 0,98 

Sensitivity the Light Weak 

Relative Sensitivity to TLD-100 15 a 25 

Main Peak ºC 230 

 
 

The dosemeters easily are damaged, for this reason they will be 
placed in packings plastic and affixed on different places of the body of the 
workers for the estimate of the dose distribution. 

 
To become the reading of the dosemeters it was used of reader TLD 

Harshaw 3500 of the LDT/IRD, linked to a software (TLDSHELL) that it 
controls the reader. 

 
The program alone starts to read later that the temperature arrives 

135ºC, after this the reader increases its temperature until 240ºC in the tax 
of 10 C/s during 23 second.  The proper reader can "zero" the dosemeters in 
the heating process, or either, heating them in 240ºC during 10 seconds. 

 
The TLD had been placed in teeny plastic containers and rings to be 

placed in four different points of the body of the professionals (Doctors 
Veterinarians and Assistants) that they carry through and/or they assist the 
evaluated procedures, must be called the attention that in each package 
existed three TLD and in ring only two. The located TLD to measure the dose 
in the following regions:  Crystalline lens, Hand, Torax and Thiroid. 

 
To hold the animal the positions of the workers had varied.  They had 

had situations where only the owner of the animal, whom they are total 
unprepared for this, holds in the positioning indicated for the veterinarian. 
One another positioning was when only the veterinarians held the animal, 
making the x-ray at the same time, or either, the veterinarian not only held 
the patient as also the third situation went off rays X. is defined as the 
together veterinarian with the proprietor of the animal participates in the 
positioning of the animal. 

 



Results 
 
 The answers of the thermoluminescent dosemeters are associates to 
the number of examinations that a medical veterinarian is submitted in one 
day of work.. The worker is that a person that he could be radiated, in 
regular or occasional way in consequence of its work, and in one year of its 
day he corresponds the 50 worked weeks. 
 
 In figure 1 the average of the doses is represented received by the 
medical veterinarian and its assistant during one day from work.  The doses 
of the positions, said had been measured previously, of the clinic -.A 
 

 
Figure 1 -  Average of the doses received by the medical veterinarians and 
assistants from the clinic in a radiology examination the veterinary 
medicine in one day from work.. 
 
The figure 2 sample that in the clinical B the veterinarian receives a lesser 
dose in the crystalline lens, however, in the thorax the dose reveals bigger. 
 

 



Figure 2 -  Average of the doses received by the medical veterinarians and 
assistants from the clinical B in a radiology examination veterinary 
medicine in one day from work. 
 
 

Figure 3, that it represents clinic C, shows to the lesser indices of 
doses received for the medical veterinarian in the positions of the 
crystalline lens and thiroid, in the position of the hand the value exceeds 
the dose received for the doctor of the clinical B 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3 - Average of the doses received by the medical veterinarians and 
assistants from clinic C in a radiology examination veterinary medicine in 
one day from work. 
 
 

Figure 4 represents the value of the dose in the crystalline lens, that a 
medical veterinarian, receives in one day of work.  The dosimeters had been 
located in the direction of the crystalline lens, about 40 cm of distance of 
the beam of rays X.. 
 



 
Figure 4 -  Value of the dose in the crystalline lens in one day of work 
 
 
Conclusions 
 

With the data gotten and analyzed in this work, it can be concluded 
that the values of dose presented by the thermoluminescent dosimeters used 
in the workers of radiology veterinary medicine had presented low doses of 
the order of mGy. 
 

Was observed that the estimate of dose for each clinic besides 
depending on the number of examinations, must be led in consideration, 
mainly, the technique used in the attainment of the x-ray. 
 

The different positionings of the veterinarians had presented doses of 
well different values, determining that the positioning very becomes 
important a otimization of the dose. 
 

Exactly with the adequate use of the protectors of ionizing radiation 
as the apron and the protector of thyroid, the results had shown that a 
special care in the positioning of the hands and the head must be had, 
therefore are important that they are the most moved away posível from 
the beam of rays X 
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